Immediate Press Release

Fairfield Filmmaker Debut on April 16

Fairfield’s Emmy-nominated filmmaker, Cameron Mullenneaux, has a recent feature-length documentary film that will debut on the World Channel on Tuesday, April 16th at 7pm Central. The film will be available locally on IPTV Channel 12.3 and Lisco Channel 13. *Exit Music* tells the story of Ethan Rice, a 28-year-old man with cystic fibrosis, during the last year of his life in upper New York state.

After the film’s world-premiere at the 2018 Hot Docs Film Festival in Toronto, Guy Lodge wrote in Variety Magazine that “‘Exit Music’ covers the spectrum with grace, good humor and no emotional filter: It’s an unabashed tear-jerker that earns its saltwater through candor rather than undue manipulation.”

In summer of 2018, Mullenneaux was nominated for an Emmy for a short film entitled “Angelique” in the category of Most Outstanding Feature Story for a News Magazine. Mullenneaux lived in Fairfield, Iowa during high school years and graduated with an MFA in filmmaking from Wake Forest University. She currently lives in San Francisco.
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